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ABSTRACT
Additively manufactured (AM) austenitic stainless steels
are intriguing candidates for the storage of gaseous hydrogen
isotopes. Complex vessel geometries can be built more easily
than by using conventional machining options. Parts built with
AM steel tend to have excellent mechanical properties (with
tensile strength, ductility, fatigue crack growth, and fracture
toughness comparable to or exceeding that of wrought
austenitic stainless steel). However, the solidification
microstructures produced by AM processing differ substantially
from the microstructures of wrought material. Some features
may increase permeability, including both some amount of
porosity and a greater amount of ferrite. Because the diffusivity
of hydrogen in ferrite is greater than in austenite (six orders of
magnitude at ambient temperature), care must be taken to retain
the performance that is taken for granted due to the base alloy
chemistry. Furthermore, AM parts tend to have greater
dislocation densities and greater amounts of carbon, nitrogen,
and oxygen. These features, along with the austenite/ferrite
interfaces, may contribute to greater hydrogen trapping.
We report the results of our studies of deuterium transport
in various austenitic (304L, 316, and 316L) steels produced by
AM (via either powder bed fusion or blown powder methods).
The hydrogen permeability (an equilibrium property) changes
negligibly (less than a factor of 2), regardless of chemistry and
processing method, when tested between 150 and 500 °C. This
is despite increases in ferrite content up to FN=2.7. However,
AM materials exhibit greater hydrogen istotope trapping, as
measured by permeation transients, thermal desorption spectra,
and inert gas fusion measurement. The trapping energies are
likely modest (<10 kJ/mol), but may indicate a larger
population of trap sites than in conventional 300-series steels.
INTRODUCTION
Additively-manufactured (AM) metals, particularly those
made from austenitic stainless steel powder that is melted with
a laser, have been proposed for both building new parts [1] and
for repairing damaged parts [2–4] for hydrogen service. While
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both of these use-cases are proposed to take advantage of AM’s
unique abilities to build to complex (and even conformal)
geometries, the material selected for the powder is not novel to
the process. Conventionally-manufactured austenitic stainless
steel is resistant to hydrogen-assisted fracture [5–7] and has a
reasonably modest permeability for hydrogen isotopes at
typical operating temperatures and pressures [8].
However, the solidification microstructures of AM
austenitic steels differ from conventionally-proceesed
microstructures. The grain size is fine (d~10-100 µm [9–11]).
Although wrought or worked (e.g. rolled) material may also
have d<100 µm [12,13], the grain structure of AM materials
tends to be different. AM materials tend to have elongated
grains (aspect ratios of 2-3:1) and are more highly textured.
Due to their rapid solidification, AM austenitic stainless steels
tend to retain more δ-ferrite than conventional materials (FN<6,
though some still routes lead to levels below detection
limits [14]). The initial dislocation density tends to be very
high (ρ~2.4x1014m-2 [15] vs. ρ~1012m-2 for wrought [12]). The
chemistry of the AM parts depends not only on the composition
of the starting powder (which tends to have greater amounts of
N and O) and the build environment (inert Ar, typically), but
also on interactions with the laser, which may change the
chemistry of the bulk part from the powder due to preferential
vaporizing. For example, the level of N in parts built from
virgin powder is typically about 0.04 wt.% [9], though building
in inert N drives this to about 0.5 wt.% [16]). The distribution
of elements within a built part is expected to be different
because of the high solidification rate, though limited high
resolution studies have been done to date. Finally, the porosity
of AM built parts tends to be slightly higher due to closed pores
in the starting powder and lack-of-fusion defects.
These microstructural differences between AM and
conventional materials lead to differences in properties. The
literature typically reports greater yield strengths in AM steels,
for example [1,9,10,14,15]. The different microstructure may
also lead to a difference in how hydrogen isotope transport
through AM materials. Porosity and ferrite, for example, may
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conceivably increase permeability over that of a fully austenitic
conventional material (ferrite has a hydrogen permeability that
is six orders of magnitude larger than austenite’s at ambient
temperature) [17]. However, we’re not aware of any other effort
to characterize hydrogen isotope permeability of AM materials
and, with the exception of the letter by Baek et al. [1], there
seems to be no effort to characterize hydrogen isotope trapping
to the defects enumerated above.
This study explores hydrogen isotope transport in AM
austenitic stainless steels through gas-driven permeation and
thermal desorption of hydrogen isotope-charged specimens. A
number of AM builds are explored here in order to determine
the extent to which AM processing changes the behavior of
hydrogen in the material. Future studies will probe the
microstructural origins for these changes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The materials in this study are listed in Table 1. Initial
powder chemistry met the ASTM/SAE specifications for grades
316, 316L, and 304L [18]. All materials started with a different
batch of powder and all were built on different machines. We
have given the laser energy of the builds where we know them.
Some samples were extracted from “plate” or “column” builds,
so that we measure permeation through the build layers (z).
Some were “wall” or “fin” builds, so that permeation is
measured orthogonal to this (x/y).
The Laser Engineered Net Shaping ® (LENS®) process,
commercialized by Optomec (Albuquerque, NM), uses Direct
Laser Powder Deposition (DLPD). A laser is focused on a metal
substrate and metal powder is fed into a flowing argon stream.
The laser and powder feeder translate together, the laser
melting the deposited powder. The melt pool solidifies while
the laser/powder feeder head deposits more material elsewhere
on the substrate. In addition to build from standard Optomec
machines, one build came from a DLPD machine operating at a
much higher laser powder.
In the Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) process (also known as
“selective laser melting”), a layer of powder is placed on a
substrate, a laser rasters over selected portions of the layer and
then a new layer of powder is placed down. In this study, a
Renishaw AM 250 was used.
Foils were cut for permeation testing (ca. 2.5 cm in
diameter, 0.025-0.05 cm thick) and ground to a 1 µm finish. A
Feritscope was used to measure the ferrite content (also given
in Table 1) and then the samples were coated with Pd to prevent
oxidation. The method of permeability testing is described in
Refs. [19,20]. In short: the sample is sandwiched between two
copper gaskets in a large VCR-style fitting and the assembly is
inserted into a vacuum tube furnace (this outer vacuum
preventing any spurious signals from gas that leaks around the
sample). The sample is brought to temperature under vacuum.
A half atmosphere of deuterium gas is then applied to the
upstream side of the sample. Downstream, the a 1-100AMU
residual gas analyzer monitors all peaks associated with
deuterium.

After the initial measurement at 200 °C, the sample was
raised to 300 °C, pumped of any detectable deuterium, and gas
was again applied. The testing proceeded in these 100 °C
increments until 500 °C. After testing was completed, the
sample was left at temperature for deuterium to pump out, and
then lowered to 450 °C for testing. This downward ramp was
repeated until 250 or 150 °C. Any microstructural changes that
may change permeability due to the long time at temperature
would be expected to lead to changes between the upward vs.
downward temperature ramps.
Similar thickness foils were cut for deuterium- or
hydrogen- charging for thermal desorption spectroscopy and
inert gas fusion analysis. This charging occurred at 138 MPa,
300 °C for two weeks, ample time to saturate the thin
specimens, even with a high expected population of traps
[21,22]. Hydrogen-charged samples were submitted to IMR
Test Labs (Portland, OR) for Inert Gas Fusion-Infrared
Absorbance testing of total hydrogen content. Deuteriumcharged samples were tested by thermal desorption
spectroscopy, per Ref. [23]. Here, we present 0.05 cm-thick
samples heated at a rate of 6 °C/min from room temperature to
800ºC in order to compare with literature testing of
conventional 304 [24,25] and 316L [25–27].
FERRITE CONTENT
Ferrite content for all materials was fairly low (FN<3) and,
in one case, undetectable with the Feritscope (FN<0.2). The
ferrite content did not change significantly after permeation
testing. Because part shape, powder chemistry, laser power, and
cooling rate all varied build-to-build, we see no trends in ferrite
content with any individual process parameter. Chemical
composition tends to have a very strong role, though [28,29].
But the higher C expected in LENS1 compared to the builds
using 316L did not seem to stabilize any more austenite.
The powders used in builds LENS3 and PBF have similar
powder and build chemistry (both: 18.9 Cr, 9.9 Ni, 1.5 Mn,
0.58 Si, 0.05 N (all in wt. %)), although PBF has twice the O
content as LENS3 (0.04 wt.% vs. 0.02 wt.%). Higher O is
thought to lead to more ferrite [30], counter to the trend of these
two builds. The more rapid cooling rate of PBF compared to
LENS [31] may have been responsible for a liquid→austenite
solidification in PBF in contrast to a liquid→ferrite+austenite
solidification/transformation in LENS. But, again: there are a
large number of variables and this may be coincidence.
PERMEATION
Hydrogen-equivalent permeabilities (assuming a square
root of mass dependence on permeation) are given in Figure 1.
The values for the tested AM materials of this study fall within
a factor of 2 of that expected for conventional 300-series
steels [8], below the spread reported for conventional materials
in the literature. Despite the modest ferrite content in the AM
material here, the values are not higher than conventional
austenitic stainless steel. We’ve reported a similar trend in
21-6-9 with FN~2, though we’ve observed higher
permeabilities in both 304 autogenous weld material and 2507
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duplex steels [19]. The ferrite of the AM materials is expected
to be very fine. It is unlikely to be connected in throughthickness “stringers” that would serve as short-circuit diffusion
paths, particularly in the “plate” builds here. Any effect of
ferrite may also be masked by microstructural features which
may reduce permeation (such as the internal oxides, originating
from oxide on the surface of the starting powder).
Activation energies calculated from data in Figure 1 are
given in Table 2. These are in reasonable agreement with those
for conventionally processed 300-series stainless steels.
The permeability is the equilibrium product of the
diffusivity and the solubility. Our experiments also measure the
deuterium flux transients, from which an apparent diffusivity
can be extracted. Figure 2 depicts the transient for DLPD at 200
°C A Fourier fit shows the apparent diffusivity is two orders of
magnitude lower than is expected in conventional 300-series
steels. This is likely due to trapping at microstructural defects.
HYDROGEN ISOTOPE CONTENT AND TRAPPING
Thermal desorption spectra are given in Figure 3.
Integrating these curves gives the total amount of deuterium
desorbed from the samples. Table 3 presents the average
hydrogen isotope content for the materials over all desorption
run and from inert gas fusion analysis (we assume here that the
solubility and trapping are independent of isotope). The errors
given are a single standard deviation from the mean. With the
exception of the PBF material, all were within a single
deviation of the concentration expected from the charging
conditions and the solubility for hydrogen isotopes in
convention 300-series steels. However, all means were as high
or slightly higher than that value. This slight excess may be due
to hydrogen isotopes trapped at microstructural defects that we
inferred in the previous section from Figure 2.
Conventional 300-series steels tend to have very low
concentrations of trapped hydrogen (unless they’re deformed to
produce α-martensite) and the traps tend to have a very low
influence on hydrogen transport due to (i) the very low binding
energies associated with traps; (ii) the relatively high diffusivity
for hydrogen in austenite; and (iii) the relatively low solubility
for hydrogen in austenite [8,32–35].
But multiple distinct peaks observed in desorption spectra
here also support our finding that there’s a greater amount of
trapping in AM material. Detailed analysis of the trapping is
confounded: we consider only a single thermal ramp rate and
the materials have many processing/microstructural differences
and the shape of some peaks do not appear to be what would be
expected from first-order desorption. Based on peak locations
at this single ramp rate, we observed no desorption energies
greater than ca. 64 kJ/mol, no higher than energies measured
for tritium desorption [36]. Considering that the activation
energy for hydrogen diffusion is austenite is 54 kJ/mol [8], this
corresponds to trap binding energies that are less than 10
kJ/mol, somewhat lower than the 15 kJ/mol vacancy binding
energy [25–27,37] and the unidentified 19 kJ/mol traps in Ref.
[38]. It is also much lower than the binding energy found for
trap sites created by ion implantation [39,40].

Although austenite/ferrite interfaces have been shown to
trap hydrogen [41], the amount of trapped hydrogen here does
not correlate to the measured ferrite content. Carbide
precipitates have also been identified as a possible trap source
[42]. All starting powders in this study except for LENS1 had a
low nominal C content. While C may be on the powder surface
or picked up in the build environment, the LENS3 build
has 0.008 wt.% C and PBF has 0.012 wt.% C, both within
specification[18]. The estimated binding energies for these AM
materials are lower than those attributed to carbides and
nitrides. It seems that the most likely explanation for the
increased trapping is an increase in the density of sites that exist
in conventional 300-series steels, such as vacancies and/or
dislocations. However, further studies are needed to better
elucidate this.
The results here differ from Baek, et al.’s findings [1],
which found slightly less hydrogen in AM 304L than in rolled
304L and did not identify any other trapping peaks. The
samples there were charged with only 10 MPa H2 at 150 °C for
5 days. We have four possible explanations for discrepancies
between our findings and theirs: (i) based on our permeation
transients, 5 days may not have been enough time to saturate
the specimens in their study; (ii) their lower charging pressure
and temperatures leads to a lower concentration of trapped
hydrogen, which may be difficult to detect; (iii) they terminated
their experiments at 600 °C, apparently near the beginning of a
second peak; or (iv) there may be microstructural differences
between our samples that would lead to differences in trapping.
CONCLUSIONS
This study of hydrogen isotope transport in five different
AM builds leads to the following conclusions:
 AM processing leads to very different microstructures
than conventional processing of 300-series stainless
steels, including but not limited to a higher typical
ferrite content (up to ca. FN=2.7).
 Despite microstructural differences, the permeability
for hydrogen isotopes in AM 300-series steels is within
a factor of 2 of conventional 300-series steels and there
is no significant change of activation energy.
 AM-processed steels exhibit a great degree of hydrogen
isotope trapping than conventional austenitic steels. The
origin has not been determined, but the trapping
energies seem to be relatively low. This trapping may
lead to slightly elevated retention of hydrogen isotopes.
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ID
LENS1
LENS2
LENS3
DLPD
PBF

Powder
316
316L
304L
304L
304L

Table 1. Materials
Process
LENS-0.325 kW
LENS-0.5 kW
LENS
DLPD-3.8kW
PBF

Geometry
Wall
Plate
Wall
Plate
Plate

Ferrite
1.1
0.3
0.9
2.7
<0.2

Table 2. Activation energies determined by permeation.
ID
Activation energy [kJ/mol]
Conventional [8]
59.8
LENS1
60±2
LENS2
65±2
DLPD
57±2
Table 3. Hydrogen isotope content after gas-charging 140MPa H2 or D2 at 300 °C.
ID
Hydrogen isotope content [wt. ppm]*
Conventional [8]
140
LENS1
160±30
LENS3
150±20
DLPD
140±20
PBF
170±20
* H-equivalent concentration given by dividing D concentration by 2

Figure 1. Permeability of various AM steels.
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Figure 2. The permeation transient shows that it takes much longer for a DLPD steel to achieve steady-state permeation in
comparison to conventional steel. This is indicative of trapping.

Figure 3. Thermal desorption spectra of charged samples heated 6 °C/min.
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